<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO_Kymar says: ::sits down in his chair and checks his schedule from his office::

Admiral Savek says: ::on the bridge ::

CEO_Q`tor says: ::On the bridge wondering what will go wrong today::

I_R`zera says: ::stands at the bridge waiting:: Brown: can we go already? this place stinks

Eng_Walker says: ::At Engineering Console on the bridge::

CTO_Augustus says: ::looks around his office and makes his decision, taps his communicator::TO: Please come to Tactical office

CMO_Kymar says: ::sees that an inspection of Sickbay will be getting underway very soon:: Self: uh-oh

CEO_Q`tor says: ::Over hears R'zera's comment and growls::

Admiral Savek says: ::looks  at I_R'zera::

I_R`zera says: ::holds his nose::

CTO_Augustus says: CEO: Commander, I am going on shoreleave and I am taking my TO with me good day 

CMO_Kymar says: ::leaps out his chair, into his clean sickbay, very panicky::Med Team: Quick! Inspection! Clean up things!

Admiral Savek says: R'zera : I am sorry if you have never been aboard a ship that maintains a Gagh farm

CEO_Q`tor says: CTO: Very well <whispers> coward

TO_Chappell says: ::taps his combadge:: *CTO* Right away, sir.

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::stands at entry hatch of QIb:: COMM: Ops: Lt. Akira Yamamoto, requesting permission to come aboard

I_R`zera says: Admiral: I inspected a lot of klingon ships before, none were any thing like this

I_R`zera says: ::pokes Brown:: Brown: can we go on now?

Admiral Savek says: R'Zera: This ship has been too busy to refresh their growing medium

CTO_Augustus says: Computer: Duty Log: Per the XO's order I am going on shore leave, so as I can be sccarce and sparse end Log

Admiral Savek says: CTO: Have him come aboard

Eng_Walker says: ::Stares blankly at a computer console as Diagnostic Reports and Progress Reports wizz by, almost comatose for the looks of it::

CMO_Kymar says: <MO_Bahdo'h>: Doctor Kymar, this Sickbay is clean from what i can see, all the medicines are stored properly just how you like it...
IG_Brown says: I: Check out their Tactical console.

CTO_Augustus says: Admiral: Aye sir

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::pushes comm panel button again:: COMM: Uhm...anybody home?

I_R`zera says: Admiral: still, as you may know.. according to the official klingon inspection rules, page 739, chapter 71, line 4..  you must understand my point Admiral

TO_Chappell says: ::stops by a replicator to get a cup of tea, then continues towards Tactical office::

CTO_Augustus says: IG: Excuse me ma'am you are in my way and I am on shore leave now

CMO_Kymar says: MO:Yes...Yes your right ::breathes a sigh of relief:: but just in case, make a last minute check on everything

I_R`zera says: ::walks to Tach mumbeling::

CMO_Kymar says: ::the MO nods and sets about his business::

CEO_Q`tor says: Answers COMM: *CSO*: By all means Lt. Come on in

CTO_Augustus says: *TO*: Where are you?

Admiral Savek says: R'zera: Unless you continue and read subsection 138c

IG_Brown says: CTO: Pardon me, officer? ::standing near the bridge circle::

Eng_Walker says: ::Gets interrupted in thought by the Comm and reaches over to the Comms Panel:: COMM:CSO: Hi, Nobody's home right now, please leave a message after the beep. Beep. ::Shuts off the comm panel::

TO_Chappell says: *CTO* Right outside your office.

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::chuckles::  Yep.  Same QIb.

TO_Chappell says: ::enters the Tactical office::

CEO_Q`tor says: ::looks down at Walker:: Walker: Do you mind?

CTO_Augustus says: ::walks away from the IG:: TO: lets go and get rid of your tea

CMO_Kymar says: ::walks back into his office and checks the Medical Inventory, making a large list of medicine and equipment he needs before saving it to send at a later date::

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::goes to old quarters to stow gear::

Eng_Walker says: CEO: Not Really ::Continues to work::

TO_Chappell says: CTO: Yes, sir.

I_R`zera says: ::looks around at TAC::

I_R`zera says: TO: You, why is the buttons sticky here?

CTO_Augustus says: TO: We are on shore leave as of now!  Do you drink?

I_R`zera says: <why the buttons are sticky here>

IG_Brown says: ::Walks down to the Ops & Helm consoles::

CTO_Augustus says: I_R'zerra: Excuse me leave my TO alone we are on leave

I_R`zera says: CTO/TO: No shore leave until i will finish my inspection ::almost cries::

CTO_Augustus says: ::secorts his TO away from the inspectors::

I_R`zera says: CTO/TO: Come back now!!!

CTO_Augustus says: ::Turns and loks t the Inspector:: I_R'zera: Sorry XO's orders

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::enters turbolift:: TL: Bridge

I_R`zera says: Admiral: i cant inspect the ship with no one here!

CTO_Augustus says: ::pushes his TO away at a faster rate::

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::whoosh whoosh whoosh::

CTO_Augustus says: TO: A little faster Chappell

IG_Brown says: ::Examines the FCO console, over the junior officer's shoulder::

I_R`zera says: Admiral: I must have... ::hears the turbo lift and screams in fear::

I_R`zera says: Self: argh, darn turbo lift!!

Admiral Savek says: R'Zera: As I understand it you are to inspect the equipment, not the personnel aboard

TO_Chappell says: CTO: But of course, sir. ::fastens his pace::

CTO_Augustus says: TO: We are on leave as of now.

I_R`zera says: Admiral: but i must know why the buttons are sticky from some thing..

Eng_Walker says: ::Sets another set of dianostic routines going on the QIb Computer then takes a moment to stretch a bit::

CTO_Augustus says: TO: Let us head to the nearest exit and explore the SB ok?

Admiral Savek says: R'Zera: Why I suppose that they had to eat on duty as they were on for overlong

I_R`zera says: ::shakes his head and writes some thing in his PADD::

TO_Chappell says: CTO: Sounds good to me.

CTO_Augustus says: TO: By the way from this point on until further notice, no sir no aye aye none of that and my name is Gladius understood?

IG_Brown says: ::scribbles down notes on the piloting job of the FCO & how the console was adapted for Terrans::

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::enters bridge, spots Adm Savek, snaps to attention::  Savek: Sir!!

I_R`zera says: ::presses a few buttons and writes to his padd "acccess codes are shown to every one::

CTO_Augustus says: ::points to the hatch way and exit to the SB::

Admiral Savek says: CSO: Good to see you once more, at ease

TO_Chappell says: CTO: Yes, sir... err... Gladius...

CSO_Yamamoto says: Savek: Yes sir.  Thank you sir.  Likewise.

Admiral Savek says: CSO: I presume your trip went well ?

I_R`zera says: ::turns to walk to SCI::

CEO_Q`tor says: CSO: Lt. Glad to have you back. Your timing is perfect

CTO_Augustus says: ::gives the To a kinda harsh look that turns into a smille::

CMO_Kymar says: ::silently watches his Med Team mill about, double checking everything is in order before moving on to the next area::

I_R`zera says: CEO: Your in my way, move

CTO_Augustus says: ::they enter the SB::

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::rubs his chin, remembered he hasn't shaved in weeks:: Savek: Uhm...as well as could be expected, sir.

IG_Brown says: ::Walks forward past the COs chair, noting the crumbs and other things in the chair as she passes it::

Eng_Walker says: ::Stands up from the Eng console again and walks over to the Operations Console, taking a look arround the console layout::

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: So tell me about yourself a bit

Admiral Savek says: CSO: They ::indicates the new trio:: are here to inspect , please render them any assistance they require

CSO_Yamamoto says: Savek: Yes sir, of course.

I_R`zera says: CEO: move!!

CEO_Q`tor says: ::looks down at R'zera and steps aside slightly::

I_R`zera says: ::suprised::

I_R`zera says: ::walks to SCI::

IG_Brown says: ::notes the empty chair at the Ops station::
I_R`zera says: CSO: why is the console all dusy and uncared?

OPS_Mayfair says: ::enters bridge and takes over her station::

I_R`zera says: ::cleans off some dust so he could see the console ::

IG_Brown says: Eng: How does it look?

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Not much to tell... I was born on Earth, my parents taught at Oxford University... It's been a pretty dull life.

I_R`zera says: CSO: are you with me?

CMO_Kymar says: ::gets up from his chair and takes his best white Lab Coat from the hook before putting it on and brushing out the creases::

CSO_Yamamoto says: R`zera: Good question.  Looks like my replacement will have to be shown the proper way to tend this station!!

IG_Brown says: Ops: You're late for duty.

I_R`zera says: ::writes some thing down::

CTO_Augustus says: @::looks at TO:: TO: Oxford?  that sounds kinda like myself Mom is a Tactical Officer, and Dad's a scientist

CMO_Kymar says: ::picks up his Medical Tricorder from the Desk and slides it into his belt pouch before heading into Main Sickbay to do some CMO-Type things::

Eng_Walker says: ::Frown at Mayfair and then walks away from Ops, feeling kinda thrown off like a kidd again...::

OPS_Mayfair says: I_R'zera: Really??

IG_Brown says: Eng: Walker, I asked you a question.

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Okay.

I_R`zera says: CSO: this is an Antiquated equipment by present day standards ::yells::

Eng_Walker says: IG: Me? you Ask me a question?

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Where to

IG_Brown says: Eng: Yes. Answer it, Ensign.

I_R`zera says: CSO: and dont let me start on the sensores!

OPS_Mayfair says: ::looks around the bridge::

I_R`zera says: CSO: is this any way to run a ship, you tell me

CSO_Yamamoto says: CEO: Sir.  May I ask who was NOT tending the science station in my absense?

Eng_Walker says: ::Shakes head:: IG: Oh I'm sorry, what was the question again?
IG_Brown says: Ops: You are late for duty. ::stern::

I_R`zera says: CSO: i demend a reply!!!!

CSO_Yamamoto says: R`zera: Sir.  This crew is the finest in the galaxy, Federation or Klingon.

Admiral Savek says: Brown: I think she was working far into the night last night

CEO_Q`tor says: R'zera: You will have to excuse Mr. Yamamato. He has been on an extended leave of absence and is just now returning

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Have you been here before?

OPS_Mayfair says: IG: are you sure?

CMO_Kymar says: ::thinks about the inspection and remember the EMH::Self: he's not going to put me down this time...

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Don't know... Let's see what there is to do here.

IG_Brown says: Ops: Are you questioning me?

I_R`zera says: CSO: From what i see, this ship looks like a garbage dump with warp power

Admiral Savek says: Brown: Brown , you forget yourself, Lt

Eng_Walker says: ::wonders off now that someone has occupied the IG sufficiently::

CSO_Yamamoto says: R`zera:  All better to fool the uneducated and the enemy, sir.

CMO_Kymar says: ::walks over to the EMH controls and types in his access codes to deactivate it:: Self: Goodbye EMH ::waves  to the console before confirming::

I_R`zera says: CSO: what did you say??

I_R`zera says: ::notices something happening::

TO_Chappell says: @ ::stops by a panel, and calls a SB map up on the display. Takes a sip from his tea, then makes a very ackward face, and sprays the tea all over the display::

CEO_Q`tor says: CSO: Do not concern yourself. The inspectors don't seem to understand that we are just returning from a mission, and have not been in for full repairs for quite some time.

OPS_Mayfair says: IG: I just ask a question

I_R`zera says: Walker: some one turned off the EMH, turn it on again and lock access to it

CMO_Kymar says: ::breathes a sigh of relief and walks off to do more CMO stuff::

IG_Brown says: Ops: Are you always late for duty?

CTO_Augustus says: @::looks at his TO and shakes his head::

Eng_Walker says: CEO: Oh, Mr Klingon Person...

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Well, I told you to get rid of your tea but not that way::smiles::

OPS_Mayfair says: IG: No, sir

CEO_Q`tor says: Walker: Are you adressing me?

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: So what do you want me to call you and by the way no sir remember?

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: I thought this was BRITISH tea... This tastes awful!

IG_Brown says: Ops: I'm looking at your record and count many more tardy entrances.

I_R`zera says: Brown: i'm on my way to sickbay Ma'am

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::shakes his head "no" at the late departed Eng::

CTO_Augustus says: @::Chuckles:: TO: I will reprogram the replicator, I did it as a joke, it's almond tea

I_R`zera says: Savek: Admiral.

CMO_Kymar says: Med Team: They should be arriving soon, get ready, dont act stupid...please

Eng_Walker says: ::looks over the Eng Station and then picks up a PADD:: CEO: Yes, this is my report.... ::Hears the Inspector:: I_R`zera: One Sec... ::Reactivates the EMH and Overides access::

I_R`zera says: ::heads to the sickbay::

Admiral Savek says: ::walks over to the OPS Station :: Brown: Brown are you  in command of this vessel ?

OPS_Mayfair says: IG: I'm sure there is one or two but I wouldn't call that many, sir

CTO_Augustus says: @*OPS*: Ma'am I am on the SB if any emergencies should occur

I_R`zera says: ::looks at the TL:: 

I_R`zera says: self: oh my..

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Welcome to Tactical::smiles::

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: And make sure you program it so the milk is put in the cup BEFORE the tea. Remember that.

OPS_Mayfair says: *CTO* Aye Lt

CMO_Kymar says: ::hears the EMH console beep and start flashing again:: Self: Oh no, this is gonna be bad...i can tell :;walks back over to it::

I_R`zera says: ::enters the TL slowly::



Eng_Walker says: CEO: All I can say is this ship is archaic, she should have been decomissioned years ago, she belongs in either an antique ship dealers or a scrap yard by my recconing.... she's archaic and showing it

I_R`zera says: TL:.. s.. sic.. sick.. bay

CTO_Augustus says: @::laughs out loud:: TO: Yes, now what do I call you besides your first name, you know Ensign

CMO_Kymar says: ::taps out his access codes and tries to deactivate it again:: Computer: Access to the EMH has been locked

EMH says: ::reactivated:: CMO: Are you keeping me online this time?

I_R`zera says: ::holds on to the wall as the TL goes down:: self: help me.. help me..

TO_Chappell says: @ ::looks back at the tea-covered display, and wipes some of it off with his hand::

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Have you ever drank with Klingons?

CMO_Kymar says: Self: Oh no... ::turns to face the EMH:: EMH: Go! go now! Hurry, no time. there is a flood...with fires and a plague! GO!

CEO_Q`tor says: Walker: I am LTCDR Q'tor. You will address me as LTCDR, or Mr. Q'tor. And your opinion of the condition of this ship is just that. Your opinion. I would pit this ship and her crew against any ship in Star Fleet.

CSO_Yamamoto says: CEO: Permission to escort Inspector R`zera, sir.

I_R`zera says: ::as the doors open he runs away from the TL to the Sickbay::

IG_Brown says: Ops: Can you give me an explanation. ::stands in front of Ops with arms crossed::

I_R`zera says: Self: i'm still alive!


ACTION The Turbolift drops preciptatacly for 50 fet then resumes normal travell



OPS_Mayfair says: IG: Explanation?

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: No, I'm afraid I haven't had the "pleasure".

Eng_Walker says: CEO: Well, Q`Tor... starfleet considders my opinion to be a professional opinion...

I_R`zera says: ::enters the sickbay::

Admiral Savek says:   ::taps Brown on her shoulder ::

CTO_Augustus says:@::holds up a finger::

OPS_Mayfair says: ::thinks something up::

EMH says: ::Accesses the computer records:: CMO: There is no record of such incidences on the ship or on our current mission.

I_R`zera says: ::looks around:: self: wow, this place is clean!

OPS_Mayfair says: ::looks at Savek behind Brown::

CTO_Augustus says: @*CEO*: QTor has liberty sounded for you as of yet.  I have a young Ensign to break in 

CEO_Q`tor says: Walker: Well now there's no accounting for some peoples judgement now is there?

I_R`zera says: ::enters the sickbay and starts to move around checking things on his list::

IG_Brown says: Ops: Yes. ::reaches down & deactivates the Ops panel to keep her focussed::

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Chappell for the last time, what do I call you?

CMO_Kymar says: ::blinks:: Self: uh oh ::faces R'Zera:: I_R'zera: Ah hello ::smiles:: Welcome to my sickbay ::tries to shoo the EMH away:: 

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::begins scraping the thick layer of dust from the Science station::

I_R`zera says: CMO: Yes yes.. hello

CEO_Q`tor says: *CTO*: Not as yet. I will join you later this evening

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Oh, right... Just call me Stuart.

OPS_Mayfair says: IG: I was waiting for the TL

I_R`zera says: CMO: i'm suprised, this place looks great!

EMH says: ::Sees the inspector enter:: I: Greetings, do you require medical assistance? ::throws a medical scalpel in the air::

Admiral Savek says: ::graps IG Brown and spins her about :: Brown: When were you given command of this vessel, and stand at attention, when an Admiral speaks to you !!

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Alright Stuart

CMO_Kymar says: ::nearly dies::

I_R`zera says: ::notices some thing flying in the air::

Eng_Walker says: CEO: Aw... too bad we don't get along much... Your attitude probably explains why this ship is in the shape it is... if you'll excuse me I have something to attend to... ::Turns abck to the Eng Consoel and gathers his belongings::

OPS_Mayfair says: ::tries not to laugh at Brown::

CTO_Augustus says: @*CEO*: Roger that Oh QTor did you know that a Klingon vessel just docked?

CMO_Kymar says: I_R'Zera: Im sorry about our EMH, he needs to be upgraded

I_R`zera says: All: what the heck was that??

I_R`zera says: ::walks to the EMH::

CTO_Augustus says: @::motions TO to the side and into a very shady looking bar::

CMO_Kymar says: ::throws the EMH a glare promising a slow, twitching death::

I_R`zera says: EMH: What was the status of this sickbay before i came?

CEO_Q`tor says: Walker: <under his breath> Young p'tagh!

IG_Brown says: Savek: Sir?

CMO_Kymar says: I_R'zera: he wouldn't know, he hasn't been online for some time

OPS_Mayfair says: ::turns her console back on and pretends she is working::

CEO_Q`tor says: *CTO*: I am a bit pre-occupied. I did not notice

I_R`zera says: ::nods:: *Walker* I need you help in sickbay

EMH says: I: Unknown, I was deactivated. Knowing Dr. Kymar, a state of disorganized mess, as per the norms.

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::like mozart on the piano, I have labored to produce a squeeky clean, white glove passing, science station panel::

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Oooh, great. A bar.

I_R`zera says: ::hears the EMH comment and writes some thing down shaking his head::

CMO_Kymar says: ::stares at the EMH:: EMH: You know i always keep this Sickbay in top shape! How dare you lie about my sickbay!

Admiral Savek says: Brown: I happen to know that this Officer was working late into the night, and had arranged the duty schedules in her department to allow her to get much needed sleep. Why do you question her schedule, it is not your place to worry over her schedule but her CO's

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Well you had a hard time trying to decide so...

Eng_Walker says: * I_R`zera* on my way inspector.

I_R`zera says: CMO: Computers cant lie to remind you

EMH says: CMO: I am programmed only to tell the truth as it appears.

CSO_Yamamoto says: Savek, CEO:  Sirs, permission to leave the bridge and make my self more presenta....regulation, sirs.

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: So alternatives?

Admiral Savek says: CSO: Very well

CMO_Kymar says: I:Trust me, this one is not a normal computer

CEO_Q`tor says: ::nods to the CSO::

CMO_Kymar says: EMH: Fine, then dont make assumptions about the state of my sickbay

I_R`zera says: CMO: we will soon check it, i called one of our best ENG's in here

Eng_Walker says: ::Walks past Q`tor on the way to the TL , quietly mumbling as he goes back:: CEO<Mumbling>: taHqeq

IG_Brown says: Savek: If the officers can't get to their stations on time, who knows what could happen. The worst....

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::scratches at the scraggly beard growing on his chin, sneaks a whiff of his underarm::  <whispers> whoooaa

CMO_Kymar says: I: see if he can get this thing upgraded too, a Standard Federation EMH is what we need 

Admiral Savek says: Brown: Brown it is my understanding that you are here to do a full inspection of the ship's equipment and machinery

Eng_Walker says: ::Enters TL:: TL: Sickbay! Now! ::Turns to look back at Q`Tor as the doors close on the TL::

I_R`zera says: CMO: now, show me the inventory list

CEO_Q`tor says: Walker: Good riddance!

Admiral Savek says: Brown: They have managed to do quite well, in circumstances that I hope you never face

EMH says: CMO: I only speak the truth. Assumptions are unnecessary when I have been watching your technique as I work.

OPS_Mayfair says: ::looks up at Savek::

I_R`zera says: ::looks at the doors:: Self: where is he?

Eng_Walker says: <TL> Ka-Chunk......vrum...vrooom vrooom vrooom ... vrum... ka-chunk

CMO_Kymar says: I: as you should be aware, we haven't stopped at a Federation Starbase in some time and I have yet to restock me medicines and equipment, i have however sent off a list to OPs for resupply 

IG_Brown says: Savek: And what, Admiral, uses the equipment and keeps it in top shape? Or in this case......

CTO_Augustus says: @::motions to a waitress and orders a drink:: TO: Stuart what are you drinking, and no Tea!

Admiral Savek says: ::REB::

Eng_Walker says: ::Exits the TL and makes his way to Sickbay::

I_R`zera says: CMO: when was your last restock?

Eng_Walker says: ::Enters Sickbay and swings his Engineering Kit onto the Central Diagnostic console:: I: inspector?

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::takes TL to quarters::

CMO_Kymar says: CMO: 3 months, give or take a few days. I am uncertain.

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Couldn't I just get some sherry or brandy in it?

I_R`zera says: Walker: ahh, good.. check the EMH

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Oh by the way Stuart since we never really had time to talk about your past and goals for the future here is your oppurtunity.  Sure whatever you want!

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::enters quarters. nearly gags on the stale air inside::  Computer: increase air circulation by 15%

Eng_Walker says: I: Ok then...

Eng_Walker says: EMH: Oh Mr EMH... where are you?

I_R`zera says: CMO: three months..

I_R`zera says: ::nods and moves on::

CEO_Q`tor says: OPS: Commander Mayfair...as my presence no longer seems to be required, may I be excused?

I_R`zera says: ::turns to one of the MO's:: Random MO: Quick, what HV7 used for?

EMH says: Eng: I'm not taken very good care of, let me assure you.... I try to keep my systems in good running order during my down time though.

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::hears the ventalation system clang, creak, and groan from disuse::  I wonder if they fed my cat?

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Stuart, how would you like Alpha Strike team for a small command challenge?

OPS_Mayfair says: ::looks at Q'tor:: CEO: You may. ::smiles::

CMO_Kymar says: ::walks over to Walker:: Eng: OK, see what you can do with the EMH, I want it completly Destroy...er i mean, Upgraded ::smiles::

Eng_Walker says: ::Smiles fakely: EMH: I asked you to come here.... not talk.

I_R`zera says: CMO: I heard that ::writes some thing::

CMO_Kymar says: ::grumbles::

Eng_Walker says: CMO: As for you... uhm.... let me work....

CTO_Augustus says: @::pays for the drinks and waits for TO's response::

CEO_Q`tor says: OPS: Thank you ::turns to leave the bridge yanking his sash off as he enters the TL::

I_R`zera says: Random MO: what HV7 is used for?!

CMO_Kymar says: ::stalks back into his office::

Eng_Walker says: ::Takes a Look at the EMH's matrix::

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: That could be fun.

MO_Random:  I: Hrm.. duh..

CEO_Q`tor says: TL: Deck 3

EMH says: Eng: Take what you get. 

I_R`zera says: Random MO: Duh?!

CSO_Yamamoto says: Computer: Sonic shower, setting 3 please

I_R`zera says: ::writes some thing down::

CMO_Kymar says: ::peers around his door before wincing at the mental beating his MO was getting::

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Fun?, it will be that, but it's also work.  After all they are use to me leading them and it's a mix between Klingons and Starfllet!

Eng_Walker says: ::Frowns at the EMH then begins to talk as if he's not there:: CMO: Considered replacing this inferior EMH for a Starfleet Standard?

CMO_Kymar says: Eng: YES! er I mean...Yes, I have. I Intend to have it replaced this day in fact ::grins::

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Ah, okay.

I_R`zera says: Walker: continue on your job, I will be leaving for there little shuttle

EMH says: Eng: Inferior?! Those Starfleet Standards are so dull.

CEO_Q`tor says: ::leaves the TL and goes to his quarters. Takes off Star Fleet uniform and dons Klingon civilian clothing::

Eng_Walker says: ::looks over the refit scheduling:: CMO: I don't see it.

ACTION:  The EMH freezes a few times then becomes more stable once more

I_R`zera says: *Bridge* I need some one with access to come with me to the Chellenger

CMO_Kymar says: ENG: ah, thats because i havn't sent my list off yet

Admiral Savek says: OPS: You have anyone to send?

EMH says: Eng: Could you fix the flicker!

Eng_Walker says: ::Mutes the EMH:: Computer: Begin Reformatting the EMH Matrix in preparation for a complete refit.


CMO_Kymar says: ::walks over to a console and sends the latest list to Walkers PADD:: Eng: there, that’s the current list

OPS_Mayfair says: ::looks around the bridge??

CEO_Q`tor says: ::leaves his quarters and heads off for the Station::*CTO*: Gladius, I am on my way. Where are you located?

Eng_Walker says: *CEO* Walker to Q`Tor. Respond.

CMO_Kymar says: ::walks back over to Walker::

CMO_Kymar says: Eng: You can mute the EMH?

OPS_Mayfair says: Savek: Not here, sir

I_R`zera says: *Bridge* Well?

COMPUTER says: Walker: The Requested Process will require 2 hours to complete.

EMH says: ::Mouths words in protest::

OPS_Mayfair says: Savek: Give me a minute, sir

CEO_Q`tor says: Self: Quy'vatlh!!!  Walker: What is it now?

CMO_Kymar says: ::laughs silently at the EMH::

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::finishes his shower, shaves, dons a new fresh uniform from the recycler::

Admiral Savek says: OPS: Could you go down there then, if no-one else is available

OPS_Mayfair says: *CEO* Cmdr I need you to go to the challenger

Eng_Walker says: Computer: Access the Engineering Computer Core and use it's Processing power... Reproject time.

IG_Brown says: *R'Zera*: I'll go down with them.

COMPUTER: ::Beeps:: Walker: The Requested Process will require 1 hour to complete.

OPS_Mayfair says: *I_R'zera*:One minute ,please

I_R`zera says: *Brown* I shall meet you there

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Well, what are your personal goals Stuart?  And talk to me I need to know about you alittle bit so how about talking alittle


CEO_Q`tor says: *OPS*: Very well commander *CTO*: Belay that Gladius, I have just been recalled

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::scratches at the scar on his face a bit, smiles and returns toward the bridge::

Eng_Walker says: *CEO* Your EMH is substandard. please see to it personally that once it's reformat is complete you will have a SF replacement installed

CEO_Q`tor says: ::enters TL:: TL: Main Cargo Bay

I_R`zera says: Walker: We have a new model of the EMH/II Proto-type 2, please order that.. say I requested it

CMO_Kymar says: ::whispering:: Self: Finally, a proper Federation EMH, one that doesn't hurl insults and has a bedside manner like that of a dust mite ::smiles triumphantly::

CEO_Q`tor says: *Walker*: <sarcastically> I'll get right on that

IG_Brown says: Ops: Lead to the shuttle area.

Eng_Walker says: *CEO* ::In an Equally Sarcastic Manor:: You do that dude...

I_R`zera says: Walker: did you hear me?

CMO_Kymar says: ::walks into his office and send his Supply list to the OPS station before heading back out to watch his EMH get refitted::

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::enters bridge, resumes duty station::

COMPUTER says: Walker: Complete Format of entire ships operating system is now proceeding

Eng_Walker says: *I_R`zera* I'll have it put on order.

OPS_Mayfair says: IG: Cmdr Q'tor will be going there. I do not need to go. But you are welcome to leave.

I_R`zera says: Walker: i'm right next to you..

CEO_Q`tor says: ::enters Main Cargo Bay and walks over to the Challenger:: *OPS*: I am here with the Challenger

Eng_Walker says: ::Sighs:: Computer: Computer, Cancel Reformat.

COMPUTER says: Walker: Not possible

IG_Brown says: ::Heads to the TL & orders it to MCB::

Eng_Walker says: I: Eak! ::Jumps::

OPS_Mayfair says: *CEO* the inspectors will be with you shortly... and sorry Q'tor.

I_R`zera says: ::hears the computer::

CMO_Kymar says: ::his jaw drops:: Eng: What did you do!?! ::backs off a few steps::

Eng_Walker says: ::Sighs:: Self: Somethings gonna hit the fan now...

I_R`zera says: Walker: what the heck did you do?!

Eng_Walker says: I/CMO: Nah... I'll fix it later...

CEO_Q`tor says: *OPS*: We aim to please

CMO_Kymar says: ENG: You dont have Later!

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::science panel flickers then goes dark::  Wha!!?

I_R`zera says: Computer: Cancel reformat, override 7 6 1 3 Rodrigo

OPS_Mayfair says: ::relieved that the annoying Brown is gone::

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Stuart, what are your goals?

COMPUTER says:  All: Command not recognized

CSO_Yamamoto says: Savek: Sir, science stations I and II in operative

I_R`zera says: *Brown* We have a problem,

CMO_Kymar says: Eng: No! You've done it now!

CEO_Q`tor says: ::waits impatiently for the inspectors to arrive::

Admiral Savek says: CSO: Try Splitting the Computer Cores

I_R`zera says: *CEO* Report to ENG NOW! this is an emergency

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Well... I don't really know what my personal goals are. The main reason I joined Starfleet was to get away from Oxford.

IG_Brown says: ::Looks around as the TL grinds to a halt:: *I_R'Zera*: And that would be?

CMO_Kymar says: Eng: How long till complete reformat ends?

I_R`zera says: *Brown* The computer is reformating the operation systems

CEO_Q`tor says: *R'zera*: Understood, I'm on my way

Eng_Walker says: CMO: Meh..... ::Sighs::... about an hour or two.

CSO_Yamamoto says: Savek: Aye sir.  ::Rushes to engineering console::

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Stuart, if youdon't mind that is not a really good reason.  Do you have any hobbies or talents that are not listed

I_R`zera says: ::walks quickly to ENG:: Walker: come with me

CMO_Kymar says: Eng: Then get to Engineering! you have an hour to fix it!

CEO_Q`tor says: ::takes off for Main Engineering:: Self: What has that little petaQ done now?

CSO_Yamamoto says: ::drops below, pulls off access hatch.  Sends an eps pulse through Core to core shunt::

IG_Brown says: *I_R'Zera*: I am currently in a TL between decks.... 

I_R`zera says: ::pulls Walker with him and walks to the ME::

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Hobbies or talents... Sword fighting.

I_R`zera says: ::enters ME:: Walker: fix it

ACTION  The Cores split apart and the Engineering core takes over power distribution , the Main takes over bridge functions and  the Medical computer  is slowly grinding away

CTO_Augustus says: @::looks at TO:: TO: Stuart me to what kind of swords

CSO_Yamamoto says: Savek:  Bridge functions have returned sir.  Engineering has control of primary systems.

I_R`zera says: ::looks at the celling:: Green Slime:: it's all your fault!!

CEO_Q`tor says: ::Enters ME:: ALL: What the QI'yaH happened here?

Admiral Savek says: CSO : Very well

I_R`zera says: CEO: the main operation systems are reformating

IG_Brown says: ::Feels the TL clunk slowly to the correct deck and exits to the correct deck before the insane TL goes anywhere else::

CEO_Q`tor says: R'zera: By whose authority?

CMO_Kymar says: ::Checks his console to see the Med Computer grinding away:: Self: Computer: Back up all files, quickly!

OPS_Mayfair says: ::wonders when can she go to shoreleave::

I_R`zera says: CEO: By no one, just fix it.. this will be a great inspection of your work ::pulls a PADD::

COMPUTER says:  CMO: Unable to comply , Command not found

I_R`zera says: CEO: oh yeah, Walker will help you

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: I prefer a short sword in fact I have a couple that I use none other of course than the age old tried and true "gladius"::smiles and raises his glass::

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: ANY swords. Anything from Katanas to Bat'leths

CMO_Kymar says: Computer: What!? NO! ::beats his fist on the console:: Computer: Are my research files still backed up on the Main computer core?

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Good maybe we can get together on the holodeck someday

COMPUTER says: CMO: Unable to verify, the Link has been severed

I_R`zera says: Walker, CEO: well?

CMO_Kymar says: ::prays::

CMO_Kymar says: Computer: Remember this, i hate you!

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Perhaps.

CEO_Q`tor says: Self: mivyap!!! Inspectors: That's it!!! Get out!!! Protocols be damned! get out of my Engineering Now!!!

CMO_Kymar says: ::stalks off to check his office computer::

OPS_Mayfair says: Savek: Sir you have a message coming in, sir

IG_Brown says: ::Walks to the Cargo Bay::

I_R`zera says: ::not impressed::

ACTION   The CMO's Computer terminal is blank and lifeless

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Let's go next stop

I_R`zera says: CEO: move it!

Admiral Savek says: OPS: I'll take it here

CEO_Q`tor says: Chief O'Leary: Mr O'Leary, Shut the computer down, we're going to be awhile fixing this 

CMO_Kymar says: ::sighs and shakes his head::

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: And next stop is...?

Eng_Walker says: ::Takes a look at the Computer core and half smiles as the Damaged sectors are recovered by the reformat::

CMO_Kymar says: Computer: Is the EMH still active?

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Your choice

OPS_Mayfair says: Savek: Aye sir::sends message to him::

CEO_Q`tor says: R'zera: I told you and yours to GET OUT, do NOT make me throw you out!!!

Admiral Savek says: ::reads:: OPS: Looks like you get a new CO, I think I have someone in mind ::sighs:: He did not pass the Psyche Evaluation board

I_R`zera says: CEO: If you lay a finger on me i will have you thrown in the brig with half a dozen ferangis

OPS_Mayfair says: ::confused:: Savek: Sir??

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Perhaps there's a holosuite somewhere?

CMO_Kymar says: Computer: Is the EMH still online?

Admiral Savek says: OPS: Your old CO is going for a "rest", I am afraid

CTO_Augustus says: @TO: Sounds good to me what are we going to do when we get there

Eng_Walker says: ::Pulls a Small 'laptop' computer out of his Engineering Kit and Plugs it into the Plug-in point in Main Engineering::

CEO_Q`tor says: *OPS*: ::looking at R'zera:: Commander, get security down here to Main Engineering. One of us is leaving right now

TO_Chappell says: @ CTO: Gladius... Tell me: what did we just talk about?

OPS_Mayfair says: Savek: May I ask who will be the new CO, Sir?

CEO_Q`tor says: R'zera: You will leave now, or I will do much more than lay a finger on you

Eng_Walker says: ::Surprised the QIb computer can even play Pong at it's spec::

I_R`zera says: CEO: Try me

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

